The iFST: An instrumented version of the Fukuda Stepping Test for balance assessment.
The maintenance of the upright posture during dynamic balance requires the integration of sensory inputs regulated by the brain. After a neurological event, the assessment of balance control impairments is crucial for supporting health professionals in the design of personalized rehabilitation protocols. A commonly used test to assess balance ability is the Fukuda Stepping Test (FST). However, the clinical parameters traditionally considered are not fully representative of the patient's motor ability. The purpose of this study was to devise an instrumented version of the FST (iFST) that embodies inertial sensors and allows to obtain individual motor strategy information. Twenty-seven sub-acute stroke patients and 18 healthy adults performed a repeated stepping task with closed eyes wearing five inertial sensors located on both distal tibiae and at pelvis, sternum, and head levels. From final foot position, body rotation and linear displacements were measured. A set of indices related to upper-body stability were estimated from pelvis, sternum, and head accelerations: Root Mean Square, Attenuation Coefficients, and improved Harmonic Ratio. Two additional parameters based on upper-body angular velocities were devised to assess step-by-step repeatability and inter-segment velocity variations. The results suggest that the clinical parameters do not provide enough information about the two groups' motor strategies. Conversely, five iFST parameters were identified as predictors of patients' motor ability, discriminating not only between healthy and pathological subjects, but also between different motor deficit levels within the same pathology. The iFST could be included in the clinical routine assessment of balance impairments, supporting the design of personalized treatments.